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Language is a symbol reflecting ideas and is an important medium for people to realize information transfer and communication. Culture is all the material and spiritual wealth created during the historical development of human society. Language and culture are inseparable. When we learn a language, we must also understand the cultural content it contains. Learning English requires an understanding of the culture of British and American countries, and thus teachers must necessarily teach culture in the English classroom. At present, the software and hardware of Internet technology in our country have been developed in-depth, and the total amount of big data has been in the trend of growth, and China has officially entered the era of big data. This paper takes the reform of teaching mode of British and American culture courses as the main research object and explores how to build a diversified and blended teaching mode based on the existing teaching mode and integrating various online teaching resources under the premise of various technologies in the background of "big data." In order to accelerate the integration and optimization of such course resources, promote the development of theoretical teaching and practical teaching of such courses and improve students’ professional ability.

1. Introduction

With the in-depth development of the Internet of Things, computer networks, mobile self-media, and other technologies, the total amount of global data has shown explosive growth according to the set, and human society has entered the era of accelerated development of big data. The concept and value of big data have been gradually accepted by the public; workers are also fully aware of the typical application and extensive prospects of big data in the field of education [1]. At present, many colleges and universities are actively exploring various forms of curriculum practice teaching reform programs according to the actual needs of teaching work, drawing on the existing advanced teaching models, and adjusting teaching and training programs in real-time [2–5].

Once upon a time, students could only ask their teachers for advice if they had knowledge or problems they did not understand, but with the advent of the big data era, many problems students can solve by looking up relevant information through the Internet. The blended teaching mode is a new teaching mode adapted to the era of big data. This teaching mode not only retains the traditional class teaching but also makes full use of the advantages of the network information platform and rich network resources. The application of blended teaching mode makes a major breakthrough in British and American culture education, which not only improves students’ learning initiative but also enhances their comprehensive learning ability and lays a solid foundation for their future study and work [6].

A qualified teacher of English culture needs to have a solid knowledge of culture in addition to background knowledge of the culture of English-speaking countries. A good teacher should not only have a broad knowledge of culture but also make it an important task to develop students’ cultural sensitivity and self-awareness. Good teachers should be able to familiarize themselves with "the deep and hidden culture of the national psychology, values, and ways of thinking of the target language" [7, 8] and develop their own cultural literacy in English. In addition to professional
competence, qualified and excellent teachers should have high intercultural communication skills, be able to actively explore cultural teaching, and pay attention to the cultivation of students’ intercultural awareness and intercultural communication skills [9].

This paper aims at the problems such as the low flexibility and inactive classroom atmosphere in the traditional cramming English culture teaching, face the theoretical, technical, and application challenges, and address the fundamental issues of how to analyze and model big data on teaching and learning, how to build a diversified blended model based on big data analysis, and study its application in teaching British and American culture in order to give full play to the leading role of teachers and yet stimulate students’ learning autonomy in many ways.

2. Concept Explanation

2.1. Big Data. Big data era is a new era of mass production, dissemination, and utilization of data with the rapid development of Internet technology. Big data are a huge collection of data, and the scale of data contained in the collection is huge, far beyond the scope of the traditional sense. The processing power of traditional computers cannot meet the needs of the big data era, and traditional tools and software cannot be used to store, analyze and manage big data. In order to solve this problem, computer scientists apply cloud computing to human data computing. Cloud computing technology can effectively solve the problem of storing human data and can calculate, analyze, and predict human data [10]. This can enable us to do effective use of big data and to dig deeper into the hidden data.

The arrival of the big data era provides people with opportunities and capabilities to conduct in-depth research in more fields. People use cloud computing technology to analyze, process, integrate, and mine big data, so as to obtain new knowledge and explore the laws of the real world. This has brought influence and changes to the teaching of British and American culture.

In the field of educational learning, five major applications of big data technologies include [11]: prediction: awareness of the likelihood of anticipated facts. For example, to have the ability to know when a student has intentionally answered incorrectly despite the fact that he or she is in fact capable. Clustering: discovering data points that are naturally clustered together. This is useful for grouping students with the same learning profile and interests together. Modeling: using learning models developed through big data analysis. Associations: discover relationships between variables and decode them for future use. This is useful for exploring the reliability of students’ ability to answer questions correctly after asking for help. Decision-making: create a visual reference for decision-making in instructional management. For clarity, Figure 1 counts six areas, where big data and education intersect.

2.2. Diversified Blended Teaching Mode. Diversified blended teaching refers to a diversified and multiplatform teaching method that combines the advantages of traditional classroom teaching with information technology [12]. Blended teaching optimizes the selection and combination of all teaching elements to play the leading role of teachers to guide, inspire, and monitor the teaching process, while fully reflecting the initiative, enthusiasm, and creativity of students as the subjects of the learning process [13]. The key to the blended teaching model is the use of appropriate technological means for content presentation and transmission for specific teaching contents and learners.

In terms of form, blended instruction includes a mix of both offline and online learning, a mix of teacher-led activities and active student participation, a mix of student-led learning and collaborative group learning, a mix of multiple teaching resources, a mix of multiple learning environments, and other different dimensions. It should be noted that multiple blended teaching should combine teaching objectives and students’ characteristics. For example, a classroom with mastery of knowledge as the main teaching goal can adopt the traditional classroom teaching mode based on teacher activities to highlight systematic lectures and training, while when the teaching goal is to strengthen practical skills development, teachers should adopt more information-based teaching mode to highlight students’ independent learning and active exploration [14, 15]. In a word, blended teaching is neither a teaching model that simply emphasizes the application of an online learning environment and ignores the importance of classroom teaching nor a teaching model that unilaterally
focuses on students and ignores the leading role of teachers; blended teaching both faces the advantages of traditional classroom and fully reflects the characteristics of the information age. The process of blended teaching model is shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Definition of Culture

2.3.1. Culture. Ancient and modern interpretations of the concept of culture are inseparable from those of nature and human society. Culture is an evolution of the concepts of astronomy and humanities, referring to the composition of natural celestial bodies and their laws, and the composition of human society and its laws, respectively. Culture is an evolution of the concepts of astronomy and humanities, referring, respectively, to the composition of natural celestial bodies and their laws and the composition of human society and its laws. The original meaning of culture is to teach and educate with literature, which is an abbreviation of human culture, and “the cultivation of human temperament and the education of moral character” are all part of cultural education. Culture is explained in the dictionary in a narrow sense as the ideology of society and the institutions and organizations that correspond to it, and in a broad sense as the sum of all the material and spiritual wealth created in the course of human social and historical practice [16]. Whatever is good for human development in material and spiritual terms is called culture. Culture is present throughout life activity; it is an innate, humanistic phenomenon. In general, culture is the sum of what people think, say (verbal and nonverbal), do, and feel [17].

In English, “culture” is an evolution of the Latin “cultus/ cultura,” which means “to dwell, to cultivate, to practice, to pay attention to, and to fear the spirits” [18]. It also has a derivative meaning for the cultivation of human temperament and moral character. Samuel Pufendorf first introduced culture as an independent concept, arguing that “culture is the sum of what is created by human activity and depends on man and society for its existence.” Louis Kroeber and Clyde Kluckhohn, after compiling more than 300 definitions of culture from experts in several fields of study, grouped culture into six categories, including “descriptive, historical, normative, psychological, structural, and genetic.” Meanwhile, an integrity definition of culture was made, that is, culture is a kind of “external and internal behavior patterns,” and culture enables us to obtain and convey information using symbols.

Throughout the different definitions of culture by scholars, both material and spiritual dimensions are inseparable from the analysis. The concept of culture used in this study refers to the material and spiritual wealth created by human society in the course of its historical development.

2.3.2. Cultural Infiltration. Culture is a valuable asset created during the historical development of human society. “Infiltration” refers to the flow of water between the pores of the soil, within the cracks of hydraulic buildings, and between intersections, and also refers to the operations of the army to secretly infiltrate into the enemy’s interior and rear by taking advantage of gaps in the enemy’s deployment. It can also be used as a metaphor for the gradual entry of a force into other areas. In present-day terms, cultural infiltration is the use of media, multinational corporations, etc., by more developed countries or regions to promote their own culture to other countries, thus achieving both economic benefits and assimilation into other countries. The interpretation of culture as a medium for the powerful forces to instill values in the weaker countries is a passive and unconscious process of accepting foreign culture. Cultural infiltration is the infiltration of cultural factors into language teaching, which can be done through the operation of lexical mining, grammatical prompting, and translation comparison.

The cultural infiltration explored in this study refers to the active and conscious understanding or introduction of foreign cultures in order to enhance cross-cultural awareness and achieve the ability to communicate appropriately.
and effectively across cultures. From the learner’s perspective, cultural penetration refers to the language learner’s active and conscious action to learn about foreign cultures. From the teacher’s perspective, cultural penetration refers to the teacher’s activities in teaching culture in the classroom.

3. Review of Research on Teaching British and American Culture

3.1. Research on Teaching British and American Culture Abroad

3.1.1. Teaching Awareness. Between the 1940s and the 1960s, academic research on the culture of the target language and the culture of the native language gradually shifted to the study of the teaching of cultural penetration in foreign language teaching. Fries Charles theoretically discussed the connection between language teaching and culture teaching, and the importance and necessity of culture teaching in foreign language teaching. He argued that cultural learning and language learning are inseparable and that the process of learning a language is also the process of forming students’ cultural awareness, and that cultural factors should be infused into language learning. By enhancing students’ knowledge of the culture of the target language, they can effectively master and use the target language [19]. Lado stated that by studying the linguistic differences and learning barriers between learners’ native language and the target language, concluded that appropriate comparative analysis of native language and target language culture in language teaching can help achieve effective second language teaching. Brooks Atkinson conducted a study on the practical aspects of culture teaching, and he emphasized that culture teaching should always be carried out throughout the whole process of foreign language teaching, and teachers should choose different cultural contents at different teaching stages [20].

From the 1970s to the beginning of the 21st century, research on culture teaching and learning gradually flourished. The discussion of culture teaching in this period focused on the positive effects of culture teaching on language learning. Chastain Kevin discussed the reasons for conducting culture teaching in terms of the need for cultural understanding, the realization of intercultural communication, and personal interest [21]. Louise Damen argued that “culture, although excluded from the curriculum, cannot really be ignored by teachers in language teaching, it is hidden in foreign language learning and should be one of the basic skills for mastering a foreign language.” Byram argued that “one acquires culture as one acquires language” [22]. Klippel John stated that cultural knowledge plays a supporting role in teaching culture and that mastering the cultural knowledge behind a language is the beginning of learning a language. Eugene Nida introduced culture into the translation of the English language. Kim discussed the different situation of culture teaching in English classrooms in urban and rural elementary schools in Korea from the perspective of teachers and students. From the study, it was concluded that teachers and students recognize the role of English culture in English education, but in practice, teachers still fail to adequately teach culture and students do not receive adequate cultural education [23]. Leshem conducted a period of observation in an Israeli junior high school English classroom to study the distance between the cultural background of teachers and students and the culture of the target language. The classroom observations concluded that there is a general problem of implicit cultural dynamics in English language teaching, i.e., the extent to which learners’ knowledge of the target language culture affects the effectiveness of teachers’ language instruction [24].

3.1.2. Teaching Strategies. From the 1980s to the 1990s, the idea of teaching cultural penetration in the classroom was generally recognized, and foreign scholars’ research on teaching cultural penetration lies in exploring specific and feasible cultural penetration strategies. Hans argued that in foreign language teaching, the content of cultural introduction should focus on people in the target language country, such as their lifestyles, behavioral habits, and ways of thinking [25]. Thomas James pointed out that pragmatic language failures and communicative language failures are the root causes of cross-cultural pragmatic failures. Seelye introduced culture capsules, culture clusters, and culture assimilators. Seelye introduced classroom culture introduction methods such as culture capsules, culture clusters, and culture assimilators, and discussed how to measure the effect of culture learning [26]. Byram Mike, after studying audiovisual and auditory methods, suggested that grammar and cultural introduction should also be linked together in ELT [27].

At the beginning of the 21st century, cultural infusion strategies began to focus on design from the perspective of teachers and learners. Patrick Moran advocated teaching culture through experiential language instruction that reinforces cultural connotations, student interventions, expected or achieved outcomes, learning content, and the intrinsic connections between teachers and students. Frank has investigated how teachers can integrate cultural knowledge into the English classroom in the English classroom. He suggested that teachers can promote learners’ cross-cultural understanding by organizing activities that increase cultural awareness, such as assigning networking tasks, role-playing, and cultural observation [28].

3.2. Research on Teaching British and American Culture in China

3.2.1. Teaching Awareness. From the end of the 20th century to the beginning of the 21st century, improving learners’ intercultural communication skills is one of the insurmountable topics of cultural penetration studied by domestic scholars. Cao believed that culture teaching in English language teaching is composed of both cultural knowledge and cultural understanding. Cultivating students’ intercultural communication skills requires a
combination of the strengths of both cultural knowledge and cultural understanding, with emphasis on both the learning of cultural knowledge and the cultivation of cultural understanding. Tan Ling proposed that English teaching in colleges and universities should implement a joint approach of language teaching and cultural background knowledge transfer from the perspectives of the connotation of intercultural awareness, the importance, and necessity of strengthening intercultural awareness, and gives suggestions on the ways to enhance intercultural awareness. Gao Dongjun, from the perspective of the relationship between language and culture, explained the role of learning the culture behind language in enhancing students' language application and intercultural communication skills and calls for teachers to introduce English culture in their teaching. Lv believed that "the real purpose of English teaching is to achieve accurate, appropriate and effective communication," and that this goal needs to be achieved by paying attention to the cultivation of students' intercultural communication skills so that they can become intercultural communication talents with a high level of intercultural literacy.

Cultural penetration in the classroom has been recognized by most researchers, and research has begun to focus on the cultural teaching experiences of teachers and learners. Xiao Bin discussed the necessity of cultivating students’ intercultural awareness of the dialectical relationship between language, culture, and teaching, and suggested that vocabulary teaching and organizing cultural activities can be used in English teaching to cultivate students' cultural awareness. Shi Rui researched cultural teaching in the higher-level English classroom and concluded that cultural input while teaching English is the key to solving students’ linguistic errors. Language and culture run through the English classroom, and classroom teaching should increase cultural input in English to improve students’ practical English application skills. Li suggested that cultural differences determine language differences and it is important to include an introduction to the background of cultural knowledge of the language in teaching. Cultural teaching should go hand in hand with language teaching. Cultural teaching is helpful to help students understand the culture behind the language, improve their perception of the cultural differences between Chinese and Western cultures, and enhance their intercultural communication skills. Yu Zhihao and He Huibin studied the issue of developing Anglo-American cultural awareness in a special group of ethnic minority students. They talked about the dilemmas faced by cultivating the British-American cultural literacy of minority students from the issue of supplementing cultural knowledge to constructing students’ humanistic spirit and suggested that students should be guided to transform their perspectives and concepts in the teaching process and learn British-American cultural knowledge with a developmental perspective. From the meaning of intercultural awareness, Lu Kaifeng analyzed the significance and necessity of intercultural awareness in English learning. He suggested that teachers should make full use of multimedia technology to infuse intercultural awareness into classroom teaching. Zeng Lili reflected on the status quo of teachers’ old teaching concepts and single way of evaluating teaching effects in English teaching and advocates that teachers should study teaching concepts and adopt diversified teaching modes and evaluation methods in culture teaching.

3.2.2. Pedagogical Strategies. Starting from 2010, the research on teaching strategies of cultural penetration has been characterized by the development of theoretical teaching strategies and teaching-aid technology. Wu Xianyun proposed that strengthening the learning of British and American culture and enhancing the awareness of cross-cultural communication meet the needs of English teaching reform. Teachers should make full use of existing multimedia aids, such as using pictures, audio, and video in teaching, to increase students’ active participation in class. Based on the theory of multiple intelligences, Lu Tian suggested that teachers need to adopt diversified teaching designs in classroom teaching to provide more development opportunities for cultivating students’ intercultural communication skills. Du Haiyan proposed that teachers can stimulate students’ interest in cultural learning through the comparison method, test correction, and the creation of cross-cultural situations in response to the negative perceptions of students in the process of cultural teaching. Sun Lei introduced idioms as “concise phrases or short sentences that have been used by language users for a long time,” through which English learners can learn the language and Western culture and improve their intercultural communication skills. Li believed that teaching culture can be carried out by comparing cultural differences, using online media, expanding cultural resources in English textbooks, and organizing English-related activities. Mao Mingming believed that cultural penetration is an important part of high school English reading teaching, through which students’ reading speed and comprehension can be improved, and is an important way to develop students’ cross-cultural awareness and cross-cultural communication skills. Guan Jianguang researched the strategies of teaching English culture in high school and proposed three forms to cultivate students’ cross-cultural awareness, such as innovating English teaching theories, creating English teaching contexts, and organizing extracurricular activities.

4. Construction of Blended Teaching Model Based on Big Data Analysis

In order to accelerate the integration and optimization of the resources of these courses, promote the development of theoretical and practical teaching of these courses, and improve the ability of students in related majors to solve practical problems, we explore and practice in the British and American culture courses that have been offered in our university. The blended teaching model constructed in this paper contains the following three parts: the analysis model of teaching behavior based on educational big data, the construction of a blended teaching platform for British and
American culture courses, and the construction of a blended teaching model based on big data background. The overall structure diagram is shown in Figure 3.

4.1. Teaching Behavior Analysis Model Based on Education Big Data. Under the teaching environment of “Internet+,” the teaching process will generate a large amount of teaching-related data. How to make full use of these teaching big data and analyze students’ learning behaviors based on their related information and learning records is the first theoretical problem that needs to be solved in this paper. In view of the lack of abundant teaching data for British and American culture courses, this paper adopts the open data set of MOOC platform to analyze and establish the learning behavior analysis model. The existing learning behavior records include course code, course name, registration time, start time, end time, course days, number of students enrolled, number of students who passed the exam to obtain the certificate, pass rate, and other record information. In this paper, learners’ age, gender, educational background, learning time, number of learning events, number of sampling statistics learning, number of watching videos, number of learning chapters, and number of posting on learning forums are selected as the basis of learning effect evaluation, and the support vector machine regression algorithm is used to predict the learning behavior. The mathematical model of the support vector machine regression algorithm is shown in Figure 4, in which \( f(x) \) denotes the learning effect, \( x \) denotes the relevant evaluation basis affecting the learning effect, \( w \) denotes the weight.
obtained by regression, and \( b \) denotes the deviation, then its regression model expression is given as follows:

\[
f(x) = w_1x_1 + w_2x_2 + \cdots + w_nx_n + b.
\]  

(1)

4.2. The Construction of Blended Teaching Platform Based on Learning Analysis. The theory of blended teaching shows that in the teaching process, the teacher’s leading role should be played; at the same time, the main role of students should be reflected, and the students’ learning initiative should be fully stimulated. In the blended network teaching mode, in order to reflect the teacher’s leading role in monitoring the learning process, the teacher needs to upload all relevant teaching materials, teaching videos, and other tutorial materials in advance; while students can complete classroom teaching, after-class homework and discussion, and communication independently through the network teaching platform according to the teaching arrangement given by the teacher. On the other hand, teachers and students will generate a large amount of teaching-related data in the process of completing teaching through the online platform. For example, the number of times of login, login time, students’ learning content, learning hours, homework times, homework time, test times, test time, test scores, and many other teaching-related data, how to collect, analyze, count and visualize these data, and establish learning analysis and prediction model according to the relevant course characteristics, so as to implement real-time monitoring of students’ learning process and learning effect, and provide a dynamic reference for teachers.’ It provides a visual reference for teachers’ dynamic management and provides relevant management data for teaching managers.

Based on the abovementioned analysis, the blended teaching platform based on learning analysis built in this project contains the following contents: (1) teacher module: the teacher function module contains personal information management, teaching resource management, teaching announcement management, teaching knowledge point management, test question management, and other parts; (2) student module: the student function module contains personal information management, course learning, online communication, announcement viewing and other functions; (3) learning analysis module: the learning analysis module contains functions such as learning data collection, online communication analysis, online learning analysis, and learning test analysis. The system function diagram of this platform is shown in Figure 5.

4.3. Construction of Blended Teaching Mode Based on Big Data Analysis. The blended teaching mode based on big data analysis is constructed in this paper, taking the British and American culture course of our university as the research object, using the blended teaching platform based on learning analysis as the teaching means, and taking various engineering practice projects of our university as the carrier, collecting the practical teaching links such as course experiment, course design, professional practical training and graduation design, and adopting the basic teaching principle of combining online/offline to realize the integration and optimization of teaching resources, guidance and supervision of teaching process, and overall improvement of teaching quality. It adopts the basic teaching principles of online/offline combination to realize the integration and optimization of teaching resources, supervision of teaching process, and overall improvement of teaching quality.

The project collects teaching data online and adopts a big data analysis model to analyze, visualize and give feedback on teaching data, providing data basis for teachers’ teaching process, students’ learning planning, and teaching evaluation. The teaching mode constructed in this paper contains the following core contents: (1) project-oriented blended teaching mode: for the characteristics of theoretical courses and practical projects of programming courses, the blended teaching mode oriented to creative practice projects, joint school-enterprise projects, engineering practice projects, comprehensive practice projects, and basic experiment projects is constructed. Based on the blended teaching platform that has been built, various forms of online/offline blended teaching are carried out to effectively improve students’ programming levels. (2) Data analysis-oriented multiple blended evaluation mode: based on the blended teaching platform, the platform teaching data are collected in real-time, and the teacher-student two-way evaluation mechanism is implemented. Based on the two-way evaluation results, combined with the platform teaching data, a reasonable teacher-student teaching evaluation model is established to build a foundation for reasonable tracking and evaluation of teaching quality.

4.4. Upgrading and Reengineering of the System under Big Data. The research on big data in education has developed a cone mesh educational system structure, which includes more directions of educational data mining and also a basic system architecture with new resources, and originally, relatively independent resource systems have been opened up to form a system framework with multiple elements. The cone mesh structure requires more management systems, there must be more teaching elements, and many related elements must also have their own independent small modules, and after integration, the overall teaching system framework is formed. Traditional classroom teaching and network distance learning resource system include many teaching resource database building systems, which can form a recursive system structure. The teaching and learning system under education big data can form independent minisystems by studying the correlation relationship, which can add more elements to the teaching and learning system.

The concept of educational big data includes more sources of educational data with multiple types of data. Traditional educational data does not have a large amount of information, but this educational big data contains a large amount of information. The data can bring together more pedagogical elements, which can be relatively independent or can be built into a simpler pedagogical system structure so
that it can better meet the standards related to the documentation of learning resources and can better meet the needs of scalability. In the beginning, the simplified system does not have much big data or perfect functions. In the subsequent use, the data need to be improved continuously, and the structure and functions of the system must also be improved, but the current data of the new teaching system structure has certain limitations, and the functions of the simplified system are relatively limited and must be upgraded only after manual intervention. The construction of the simplified system structure needs to learn the principles of design configuration before it can have perfect functions. The teaching support system can be better constructed in conjunction with the teaching content and can improve the system’s functions to make it faster and more relevant.

With the development of artificial intelligence technology, data construction has become a new research trend. Building a simple teaching system includes rules and teaching cases, the system does not involve other cases, but it cannot be limited to the relationship between the data, but also can focus on upgrading the teaching system, education big data research constructs a cone mesh structure, this model has better internal modules and system as a whole, the platform is more good openness, avoiding some unreasonable construction. The study of educational big data can be more clear educational objectives, and clarify the design of teaching and learning, combined with the relationship between the elements, can have more problem-solving ideas. Education big data integrates the teaching system, realizes the deduction problem, and can send the problem to the teacher actively, the teacher can study according to the learning environment, build advanced teaching logic thinking, promote the formation of advanced teaching architecture, can make the university have more scientific teaching system management.

5. Conclusion

This paper takes the reform of teaching mode of British and American culture courses in our university as the main research object and explores how to analyze teaching data and predict teaching behavior under the technical premise of “big data” background; how to build a blended teaching platform with data analysis function based on existing multiple online teaching resources; and explore and practice in the British and American culture courses that have been offered in our university. In addition, we will explore and practice in the British and American culture courses offered by our university to build a blended teaching model based on data analysis. The teaching method of multivariate mixed mode based on big data analysis is to teach British and American cultures to students. Unlike traditional instillation teaching, through the analysis of data, teachers can better follow the principle of students’ subjective initiative in learning and conduct cultural teaching in a heuristic-

**Figure 5: The system function diagram of this platform.**
induced way. For example, in the knowledge question-and-answer session, teachers give representative keywords by constantly asking questions, and guide students to correct themselves and find answers themselves. At the same time, teachers consider the differences in knowledge acceptance among students, strictly control the process of cultural teaching, and ensure the implementation of effective cultural teaching activities. We will accelerate the integration and optimization of the resources of these courses, promote the development of theoretical and practical teaching of these courses, and improve the ability of students in related majors to solve practical problems.
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